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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULTS
A classical result due to Bernstein [1] is
Theorem A. Let n E _V. Then
1 1(R,_+1(1.1) Ip(c)l _< v_i_ c_l
for any p 6 H,_ which satistles
(1.2) Ip(z)l _<
V_-- Z 2
1+)R 1 , c=+_ R+_ , R>I,
for all - l < z < l.
vn+l-1/v '_+1 1( 1)v-1/v ' z-_ v+; ,
is the nth Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. Note that U,, = T'n+l/(n + 1) where
1 1 X(v+ 1),
is the usual nth Chebyshev polynomial. Furthermore, throughout this paper, H,_ denotes
the set of all complex polynomials of degree at most n. Bernstein and Markov type
inequalities for polynomials with a curved majorant of the form (1.2) were studied by
several authors (see [10, p. 90], [11,12,9,8] and the references in the recent paper by
Rahman and Schmeisser [13]). Note that often (1.2) is written in the form
Iq(z)l< ¢i-_ fora]] --1 <z_1,
which, obviously, is equivalent to (1.2) with q(z) - (1 - z2)p(z).
Interestingly, for the case of complex c, sharp estimates (1.1) for polynomials satisfying
(1.2) are known only for special cases. For polynomials p E H, with real coefficients,
Rahman [11, Theorem 41, [12] has shown that
Ip(c)l_<JI1 - c_l 2 R'_+_+ foran c -- c(-r,R).
Here c 6 C \ [-1,1] is arbitrary and parametrized in the form
1(1) i(1).(1.5) c=c(7,R):=_ n-_ cos7+_ R-_ s,n7, 0<7<2_, R> 1.
Here and in the sequel,
(1.3) U,,(z) -
The estimate (1.1) is best possible with equality holding only for p ei'_u= n, a6]l_.
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For complex polynomials with (1.2) it follows as a special case of Corollary 1 in [5] that
1 1 (R,,+I + Rr,_l ) i(R-1) R> 1.(1.6) Ip(c)l _<v/ix _ cZl 2 , c- +_ ,
Moreover, (1.6) is best possible with equality holding if, and only if,
e"_ ( )(1.7) p(z) --- R2 + 1 R_U'*(z) 5= 2iU,.,_l(z) - U_,_2(z) , a E ]Ft.
It seems that, for complex polynomials satisfying (1.2), the cases (1.1) and (1.6) are the
only ones for which sharp bounds are known. In particular, it can be shown that, for
c E C \ IR, the polynomials Un are never extremal for best possible inequalities of the type
(1.1).
Since the interval [-1, 1] can be viewed as the degenerated case r = 1 of the family of
ellipses
(1.8) e_ = { z e C I Iz-11+1z+11_<,+1}, r>l,
7,
with foci at ±1 and semi-axes (r + l/r)/2, it is natural to ask for estimates of the form
(1.1) for polynomials
(1.9) p e n_(r):- { p e IN lip5 - z_p(z)l_<i for_Uz e e_ }
which satisfy (1.2) on £_. In this note, we present several new Bernstein inequalities of
this type. In particular, it turns out that, somewhat surprisingly and in contrast to the
case £1 = [-1,1], the polynomials (1.3) still lead to optimal estimates for the true ellipse
case r > 1, as long as e = c(7, R ) is not "too close" to C_. Note that, for fixed R, (1.5) is a
parametrization of the boundary of the ellipse eR, and R - r is a measure of the distance
of c(7 , R) to E,. More precisely, we will prove the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let n E i_r and r > 1. There exists a number R*(n,r) (> r) such that,
for a//p E II,(r),
1
(1.10) Ip(c)l ___
- c2[
for _I _ = _(7,n) with R >_R*(,_,O.
holding if, and only if,
(1.11)
v/(R '_+1 + 1/R'_+I) _-- 4cos2 ((n + 1)7)
r n+l + 1/r n+l
The estimate (1.10) is best possible with equality
2e ia
p(z) - _+_ + 1/_+_ U.(z), . _ _.
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Fhrthermore,
65r 4 - 1(1.12) R'(n,r) <
r 4 - 1
Remark 1.2. The upper bound (1.12) for R*(n,r) is very pessimistic. In particular,
numerical tests indicate that R*(n, r) _ r for r or n large. We were not able to prove this.
For special values of 7, the estimate (1.10) is true for c(7 , R) with arbitrary R > r, as
long as r is sufficiently large.
Theorem 1.3. Let n E _ and m E {0,1,...,2n + 1}. Then there exists a number
_*(n)> i such that, rot _uv _ n.(,-),
(1.13) 1 R'_+1+ 1/Rn+' (m + 1/2 )IP(c)l_ _/Ty=cZl r,_+a+ 1/r,_+a' ¢ = c\ n_- i a',R , R > r _ r*(n).
The estimate (1.13) is best possible with equality hoIdlng only for the poIynomials (1.11).
Actually, it turns out that the inequalities (1.10) and (1.13) also hold true for poly-
nomials p which, instead of p E II,_(r), satisfy the weaker condition
(1.14) p•II_)(r):={peII, [V/_-z_p(z,)[_l, l=0,1,...,2n+l }.
Here and in the sequel,
1( 1) i( 1) I+1/2(1.15) zl=zl(r):=_ r+r cos_01+_ r-r sin_oi, _ot:= _r.n+l
Theorem 1.4. Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 remain true if p • II.(r) is replaced by p • II_)(r).
By means of this last theorem, we will deduce the following corollary to Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 1.5. Let m • 21N be even and r > 1. There exists a number R*(m,r) (> r)
such that, for all "sehC-inverse" polynomials
(1.16)
, • _, := (s • n_ I,(v) -- -v',(_)},
the inequality
Rm+l
(1.17) max I,(v)l < max
Ivl<R - r m + 1 z=a,_,...,,_
Is(_ei(2z-1)"/'_)l ' R _ R*(m,r).
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holds. The estimate (1.17) is best possibIe with equality only/'or s(v) - a(v m - 1), ¢r E C.
Furthermore,
65, 4 - 1
R*(m,,) <,
,4 _ 1
Remark 1.6. The inequality (1.17) was motivated by a recent result of Frappier, Rahman,
and Ruscheweyh. In [4, Theorem 9], they showed that to each given polynomial p E IIm
there exists a number/_(p) > 0 depending on p such that
Rlt}_
Ip('e_;'/'')1 for ,,al R > ,_(p),, > 0.m_ IP(v)l< -- max
I,,I<R - r"' j=1,2,...,2,,-,
For real c and the true ellipse case, > 1, we obtain the following extension of Bern-
stein's result (1.1).
Theorem 1.7. Let n E 1N.
a) Let, > 1 and c E ]R with Icl ___(,' + ,2 + 1)/(,(,_ + 1)). Then, for a/1 p E II_,(,),
(1.18) Ip(c)l< 1 R '_+1 - 11 R'_+1
v/ll - c_l r_+l + 1/,_+1 ' I(R+ R).c=+_
The estimate (1.18) is best possible with equality holding only/'or the polynomials (I.11).
b) There exists a number ÷(n) > 1 such that to any, > _(n) one can llnd numbers R >,
and polynomiMs p E II,,(,) t'or which (1.18) is not fullilled.
Remark 1.8. For, = 1, the estimate (1.18) reduces to (1.1). Moreover, note that
Theorem 1.7 leaves open the problem of finding sharp Bernstein type inequalities for c E IR.
with 1 < (r + 1/,)/2 < Icl < (r' + r_ + 1)/(r(r _ + 1)).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we collect some auxiliary
results. The problem of obtaining sharp Bernstein type inequalities of the type (1.1) can
be reformulated via weighted complex Chebyshev approximation. In Section 3, we derive
some new results for such approximation problems. Finally, the proofs of the results stated
in the introduction and in Section 3 are given in Section 4.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we introduce some further notation and list some auxiliary results.
In the sequel, it is always assumed that k = 0, 1,... and , > 1. Moreover, let n E IN
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be fixed and set _0t := (I + 1/2)_r/(n + 1). Finally, let the branch of the square root in
w(z) := x/T-Z-_ be chosen such that
, z-g v+ .,,,(z) -
In view of (1.3), this choice guarantees
i(vk+l--1/vk+l),(2.1) ,,,(z)v,.(_) -
Next, let c = c(7, R ) be as in (1.5) and set
(2.2) dk := o,(c)U,(c).
With (1.5) and (2.1), one readily verifies that
z= v+ .
dk = -AI,+1 sin((k + 1)7 ) + iBk+a cos((k + 1)7),
l(Rk+ 1+ 1 _ and Bk+l l(Rk+ 1Ak+l Rg'+l/ := _ \
(2.3)
- cos2((k + 1)3').
In particular, (2.3) yields
(2.4) Idkl2 = A_+ 1
where
1
Rk+a )"
Let us introduce the Chebyshev norm Ilflle, := maxz_e, If(_)l on g,.. Using (1.5) (with R
replaced by r) and (2.1), a straightforward computation shows that
1 (7.n+l 1(2.5) II_,U,Ile,= 5 + ,-:+-r)
and the maximum is attained precisely for the points zt = z/(r), l = 0,1,..., 2n+ 1, defined
in (1.15). Moreover,
w(zz)Uk(zt) = -ak+, sin((k + 1)_oz) + ibk+l cos((k + 1)(pt),
(2.6)
ak+a :=_ r k+l+
and, in particular,
where
1/
(2.7) w(z,)U,_ (zt) = -(- 1)la.+a.
Next, we state a criterion due to Rogosinski and Szeg5 [15] for the nonnegativity of
cosine polynomials.
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Lemma 2.1. Let X0, X1,... ,X,_ be reM numbers which satisfy X,,_ >_ 0, X,n-1 -2),,_ >__0,
and,Xv_l - 2_v + Xu+I _> 0 forv= 1,2,...,m- 1. Then
)i 0 rn
(2.8) t(_) := y + _ _cos(t,_) _>0 for_ _,e _.
v=l
As a first application of Lemma 2.1, one readily obtains the following
Proposition 2.2. Let n E 1N and j E {1,2,...,n}. Then
1 (n + 1)! ,_+l-j
v=|
(. + 1- t,)! cos(t,_)>(. + 1- 7- t,)! 0 fora// _E/R.
Finally, we collect some discrete orthogonality relations which will be used in the next
section.
Proposition 2.3.
a)
2rl+l
(-1)'e';_'
I=0
= _ 2i(n + 1)(- 1)_
t 0
if j=(n+l)(2m+l), me,_,
otherwise.
b)
c)
ei_ _ = 0
k=O
for t, = 1,2,...,n.
1 {°+,,_ + (-1) k cos(t, .) = -112
,,=l 1/2
ilk=0 (mod2(n+l)),
u_ ¢ 0 (mod2(n + 1))Sseven,
if k is odd.
d)
n+l'_'2 E ( _+1 ) { 0+, l(n + l-t,)cos.t, r = 1
= 2 sin_-(k,r/72(n + 1)))
ff k is even,
if k is odd.
e)
v=l
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Proof. The proofs of a) - c) and e) are straightforward. For example, in view of
2n-t-1 2n+l l
/=0 /=0
part a) is an immediate consequence of
2n+I(E -e_)l={2(n+l)
1=o 0
if j e (n -t- 1)(2_ + 1),
otherwise.
Parts b), c), and e) follow similarly. For part d), apply the well-known identity (see e.g.
[15,p. 75])
.+1 -2 " + E(n + 1 - v) cos(v_) = ] sin(_/2)
for_ = k¢/(n + 1). •
3. A WEIGHTED COMPLEX CHEBYSHEV APPROXIMATION PROBLEM
The problem of determining sharp estimates (1.1) for complex c and polynomials
p E Hn(r) is intimately related to the family of constrained approximation problems
( )(3.1) En(r,c) := p_n,,:min_,(°)=lmaxz_,I,-'c(z)p(z)l, ,,,¢(z).- ,,,(e) -- c2"
Here and in the sequel, it is always assumed that c = c(7, R ) (cf. (1.5)) and R > r > 1.
Standard results from approximation theory (see e.g. [7]) then guarantee that there always
exists a unique optimal polynomial for (3.1). Clearly, the minimal deviation E,,(r, c) of
the approximation problem (3.1) yields the best possible constant in the Bernstein type
inequality
1 1
(3.2) Ip(c)l___v,,Ti_c21E,(r,c) maxlv/_-_, z2p(z)l, p e H,.
Furthermore, equality in (3.2) holds if, and only if, p is a scalar multiple of the optimal
polynomial for (3.1).
The solution of (3.1) is classical for the case r = 1, £_ = [-1,11, and c 6 IR \ [-1,11.
Here Bernstein [1] (cf. Theorem A) proved that the scaled Chebyshev polynomial of the
second kind
V,,(z)
(3.3) u,_(z; c) -- U,_(c)
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is optimal for (3.1). For purely imaginary c and, again, r = 1, Freund [5] showed that
the extremal polynomial for (3.1) is a suitable combination of u,_(z;e),u,_x(z;c), and
u,__z(z; c) (compare (1.7) and (1.6)). We are not aware of any other cases for which the
solution of (3.1) is explicitly known.
In this section, we will derive conditions for the polynomials (3.3) to be optimal for
(3.1) in the general case r > 1 and c E C \ £r. Our main tool is mvlin and Shapiro's
characterization [14] of the best approximation for general linear approximation problems.
Recall (see (2.5) and (2.6)) that II_'cu,lle, is attained just for the points zz, I = 0,... ,2n+l,
stated in (1.15). Using (2.7), we then deduce from [141 the following
Criterion 3.1. Ur,(Z; c) is the unique optima/polynornia/t'or 0.1) if, and only if, there
exist rea/numbers _ro,_rl, . . . ,_r2,_+x(not a/1zero) such that
2rt+l
(3.4) E _q(-1)lw(zt)q(zt) = 0 for alI q e II,, with q(c) = O.
I=0
We remark that (3.4) is a system of linear equations for the unknowns o'0,..., o'2n+1.
It turns out that one can derive explicit formulas for all real solutions of this linear system.
To this end, note that it suffices to check (3.4) for
(3.5) q(z) = Vk(z) - Uk(c), k = 1,2,...,n,
only. Furthermore, we will use the ansatz
n+l
(3.6/ a, = _(_j cos(j_o,) + .s sin(j_,,)),
j=0
I = 0,1,...,2n + 1,
where )tj, #j E ]R, j = 0,1,... ,n + 1, and the _ol are defined in (1.15), for the unknowns
of (3.4). Clearly, every collection of real tr0,..., o'2,_+1 admits a representation of the form
(3.6). Next, we insert (3.5) and (3.6) into (3.4) and, furthermore, rewrite w(zt)Uk(z_) by
means of (2.6). Using part a) of Proposition 2.3, one readily verifies that the resulting
linear system (3.4) decouples as follows:
(3.7) )t,_-kak+a -- i#,_-kbs:+l -- ()t,_aa -- ig,_bl) Uj,(c) = 0,
2),0a_,+_ - (_,_aa - il.t,_ba) U_,(c) = O.
k = 1,2,...,n- 1,
Here aj, bj, j = i,2,...,n + 1, are defined in (2.6). By determining all real solutions
),j, #j of (3.7) and inserting them into (3.6), we finally obtain all trz E IR which satisfy the
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linear system (3.4). A straightforward computation shows that this solution space of (3.4)
is two dimensional and given by
(3.8) at = (-1)'# + rp,, l= 0,I,...,2n + I, /t,r E JR,
where
(3.9) P' = 21]d'_[2a,_+----_+ (-1)t _ (Re,_=' (d,_d_,-1)a,,sin(u_o,)+ Im (d,_d,,_a)b,,cos(r'_t))
with d_ defined in (2.2).
Note that the sign of al still depends on the choice of the free parameters # and _" in
(3.8). However, it is possible to restate Criterion 3.1 in terms of the pz only.
Theorem 3.2. Let n E 1N, R > r > 1, and c = c(7 , R). Then, u,_(z; c) is the unique
optimal polynomial for 0.1) if, and only if,
(3.10) gjk:=P2j+P2_+a-->0 fora// j,k=O,l,...,n.
Moreover, if u,_ is optimal, then
(3.11) E,_(r,c) =
r n+a + 1/r n+1
v/(R"+I + 1/R"+a) 2 - 4cos2((n + 1)7)
Proof. In view of Criterion 3.1 and (3.8), it remains to show that there exist #, r E IR, p
and T not both 0, such that
(3.12) at=(-1)l#+rpt>0, l=0,1,...,2n+l,
iff (3.10) is fulfilled. Clearly, we may assume that r E {-1, +1}. First let r = 1. Then
(3.12) holds iff there exists a _ such that
rain p2k+a >#>- rain P2i.
O<k<n -- -- O<_j<_n
Obviously this condition is equivalent to (3.10). Analogously, for r = -1 we arrive at
or, equivalently,
-- max p2}+1 > kt > max P2j
o<t<n -- - o_<j<n
(3.13) tjk < 0, for all j, k = 0,1,..., n.
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However, the case (3.13) can always be excluded since
" )idol2(3.14) _ tkk = (n + 1 > 0
k=O _n-I- 1
holds. It remains to verify (3.14). Using trigonometric formulas, one readily deduces from
(3.9) that, for all j,k = 0,1,... ,n,
(3.15)
Idol2
tjk - + 2
an+ l v=l a_ n+ 1
_ Im (dn d--_- 1)b_ sin (v j +n +k+1 l lr)/_ ]_ sin (V j -n+k - 11/2 _',"
By considering (3.15) for j = k = 0,...,n and applying Proposition 2.3 b), we arrive at
(3.14).
Finally, note that the formula (3.11) for E,_(r,c) follows from (2.4) and (2.5). -
Since every optimal polynomial is in particular optimal with respect to the set of its
extremal points, we have
Corollary 3.3. Theorem 3.2 remains true if £r in (3.I) is replaced by the set (zt I l =
O, 1,..., 2n + 1} of extremal points of u,_(z; c).
Every nontrivial solution of (3.4) always leads to a lower bound for the minimal
deviation En(r, c), which is sharp in a certain sense.
Corollary 3.4. Let _rl, l = O,1,...,2n + 1, be any nontrivlal real solutlon of (3.4),
normalized such that x"2'*+1L.,,=o I ,1 -- 1. Them
(3.16)
2n+l
(Ln(r,c) :=) I i_=° (-X)'o',wc(z,) < En(r,c).
Proof. Let q C II,_ with q(c) = O. We deduce from (3.4)
2n+l 2n+l
l_=o(-1)'ertwc(z,)-- - q(zt))[
2n+1
< maxl_,(z)(1 -q(z))[ _ I_1
-- zE£.
1=0
and the result follows. •
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The following example illustrates the lower bound (3.16).
Example 3.5. We computed the relative deviation
Dn(r, c) :=
Ilu_(z;c)lle, - L_(r, c)
of the lower bound (3.16) from the weighted Chebyshev norm of u,, for various cases. In
Figure 3.6 the result for n = 2, r = 3, and c E [-2.5,2.5] × i[-2.5, 2.5] \£,. is displayed. For
(r_ in (3.16), the numbers (3.8) with tz = 0 and r = I were used. Note that D2(r, c) = 0 if u2
is optimal for (3.1). Moreover, for points c E £,. inside the ellipse, we have set D,,(r, c) = 0.
Figure 3.6. Relative deviation of u2
Figure 3.6 as well as our other numerical experiments suggest that the polynomials
u,_(z; c) are optimal for (3.1) as long as c is not "too close" to £,.. Furthermore, for certain
fixed values of 7 and r sufficiently large, it seems that u,_(z; c) is optimal for all R > r. In
accordance with these observations, we obtained the following results.
Theorem 3.7. Let n E /IV, r > 1, and c = c(7, R). H R > r(65r' - 1)/(r' - 1), then
un(z; c) is the unique optimal poIynornial t'or (3.1).
Theorem 3.8. Let n E IV, and c = c(7, R ). There exists a number r*(n) > 1 such that,
for an 7 = 7-, = (m + l/2)_/(n + 1), m = 0,1,...,2n + 1, =d R > _ >__r*(n), u,(z; c) is
the unique optimal polynomlal t'or (3.1).
Note that for fixed 7m the points
1(1) i(1)e=e(7,_,R)=_ R+-_ cos7,,,+5 R--_ sinT,r,, R>I,
describe a hyperbola which intersects E,. just at the extremal point z,_,(r) of u,,.
Finally, for the special case of real c, we will prove in the next section the following
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Theorem 3.9. Let n E _N, R > r > 1, and c = +(R + 1/R)/2.
a) u Icl > (r' + ; + 1)/(_(_2 + 1)), then _'(z;c) is the unique optimal polynomial for
(3.1).
b) There exists a number ÷(n) > 1, such that to any r > f(n) one can And numbers R > r
for which u'(z; c) is not optimal for (3.1).
Remark 3.10. An analogue to Theorem 3.9 for the case of unweighted problems (3.1),
i.e. ,, = 1, was derived by the authors in [3, Theorem lb),2b)]. Futhermore, in [2] resp.
[6], we obtained a result similar to Theorem 3.7 for approximation problems of type (3.1)
with complex c and weight functions w(z) = 1 resp. w(z) = _.
4. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we give the remaining proofs of the results stated in the introduc-
tion and in Section 3. First, recall the connection between the constrained Chebyshev
approximation problem (3.1) and the inequality (3.2). Moreover, note that, by (3.11),
E'(r, c(-_,R))
_/'(R '_+1 + 1/R"+I) 2 - 4cos_((n + 1)7)
r "+1 + 1/r n+l
R _+1 + 1/R _+1
r n+l + 1/r "+1
R'+I _ I/ '+ 1
r _+1 + 1/r n+l
if 3'= ,,+1 , mE_,
if'/= 0, Tr,
and, by (2.5), the polynomials (1.11) are in IIn(r) (see (1.9)). Thus, in view of (3.2),
Theorem A is an immediate consequence of Bernstein's results [1], while Theorem 1.1, 1.3,
and 1.4 follow directly from Theorem 3.7, 3.8, and Corollary 3.3, respectively.
Corollary 1.5 follows from Theorem 1.1 by rewriting the discrete (of. Theorem 1.4)
version of (3.2) by means of the 3oukowsky map
1(1)
for the disks Ivl <__R and Ivl_ r. Let rn e 2151 be even and set n := m/2 - 1. Then, using
(2.1), one readily verifies that
,(_)__'+_ _+l))p_ v+ , pen', ,e=..,
V
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defines a one-to-one mapping between H,_ and the class of polynomials (1.16). Therefore,
we deduce from (3.2) and (3.11)
R n+l 1
max I8(v)l < max max 14v)l
I,,I<:R - r _+1 cez, E_(r,c) I,,l<_r
R"' + 1
- max 14,e_(_-''/_)l,
r _ + 1 l=a,2,...,_
where the last equality holds if u,_(z; c) is optimal for (3.1) for all c E £,..
It remains to prove Theorems 3.7 - 3.9. We start with the
Proof of Theorem 3.7. Let j,k E {0,1,...,n} and tjk be given by (3.15).
Theorem 3.2, we need to show that
In view of
65r 4 - 1
(4.1) R > r r4 _ 1 ' r > 1,
implies tjk > 0. To this end, note that, by (2.4) and (2.3),
I(R,,,+, 2)(4.2) Id,,I2 > Ar,+, - 1 > - -
-- 4
and
(4.3) IRe (d.dv-a)l < R"+l+v
_ , lira (d,,d__a)[ < R '_+a+" v = 1,...,n.
Using (3.15), (4.2), (4.3), and a,_+, < r '*+', one obtains
(4.4)
£( lira (_d,,-,)l)tjk > Id'l_ 2 IRe (d,.,d,,-,)l +
-- an+l v=l av b,, /
R2n+2-2 8Rn+l£ r4V /__) t'>--- 4_ "_ r 4"ff -- 1
By means of the estimates
R 2''+2 - 2 > 1 R2,_+_ r 4v r 4
and r 4_- 1 < r4---_-I ' v = 2,3,... ,
which are guaranteed by (4.1), we further deduce from (4.4) the inequality
(4.5) R2'_+2 (1 - 64r5tjk > 8r,_+, (r' - 1)(R- r)')"
However, by the first condition in (4.1), the lower bound in (4.5) is nonnegative, and this
concludes the proof. •
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Proof of Theorem 3.8. Let r > 1, m E {0,1,..., 2n + 1} be arbitrary, but fixed and let
7 = (m + 1/2)_/(n + 1). For t = 0,1,...,2n + 1 and R _> r, we consider the numbers
pz defined in (3.9). A standard calculation, using (2.3), (2.6), and simple trigonometric
identities, yields
(4.6)
Pl
An+l
1 R '*+1 + 1/R '*+1
= _ rn+l + 1/r n+l f-
1 1
(-1)m-' E r,,, X/rZ,, [((Rr) v (R_),,) e°s(um -f _r_ +
u=I -- " n+l
((._.)), r ) +I+i .)]
_ (_)z, cos(utah + 1
=:/t(n).
By Proposition 2.3 c), we have
(4.7) 1 " (m-l)/,(,) = _ + (-i)'-' z cos _77-i-_
b'_-I
n + 1/2
= -1/2
1/2
i fro -l = 0,
if rn - l # 0 is even,
if m - l is odd.
/,From (4.6) one easily deduces that for the derivatives of ft
(4.8) = 0 1
holds. Furthermore, c_ )-t = 0 if j > n and
_), = 1 (,_+ 1)! "+'-j
- 2(. +1:51!+ Z (n + 1 - v)! rn- I-(n + 1 j - _,)! , j=l,...,n.
Remark that, in view of Proposition 2.2,
(4.9) c_):>O__ forall dE]N,
and, by Proposition 2.3 d),
(4.10)
c(,) 1 " (n_l / ),__, = _(n + 1) + E(n + 1 - u)cos u Ir
Iv-----|
0 if m - l is even
= 1
2sin2((m-1)Tr/(2(n + l))) ifm-/isodd.
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Next define
Rn+ l
(4.11) v_(R).- r,+l/,(R).
By (4.6), pt is a polynomial in R of degree not exceeding 2n + 2. By means of Leibniz's
rule, we obtain from (4.11) and (4.8) that
(4.12)
where
l(fl(r) (n+l),
(. + 1-_.)!
_ (_.)(n+l)' _(j)
Note that (4.9) implies
(4.13) d_)_z __ 0 for all v E IN.
ifl _< v_< n+l,
if n+2 < v <: 2n+2,
ju = max{l, u - n - 1}.
Next, let M > 1 be any fixed constant. Then, by inserting (4.12) into the Taylor series of
pt, we deduce that, for all 1 < r <_ R _< Mr,
(4.14)
2"+2v_)(r)(R _,)_p,(R)= v!
= _,- _+ fi(.
C ' r v=0 I/
+ _! (--7-) +°(; z)"
Now, let j,k e {0, 1,... ,n} and tjk be defined by (3.10). From (4.7) resp. (4.10), it follows
that
(4.15) f2j(r)+ f2k+1 >_ 0 resp. c_)21 + e_)2k_, > O.
Finally, using (4.6), (4.11), (4.13)-(4.15), we conclude that to any fixed M > 1 there is a
number r(M) > 1 such that, for all r(M) < r < R <_ Mr,
7,n+l
(4.16) tjk = P2j +P2k+a = An+aR--g-'_(p2j(R ) +p2k+l(R)) > 0 for all j,k = 0,1,...,n,
and hence, in view of Theorem 3.2, u,, is optimal for (3.1). Furthermore, recall that, by
Theorem 3.7, u,_ is the extremal polynomial for (3.1) if R satisfies (4.1). With (4.1) and
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(4.16), it follows that e.g. r*(n) := max{21/',r(129)} fulfills the requirements of Theorem
3.8. •
Proof of Theorem 3.9. Let r > 1 be fixed and set a := al. Since, by (3.3) and (1.3),
un(z; c) = (-1)"u,_(z; -c), it sumces to consider only the case e > 0, i.e. 7 = 0. Then, the
representation (3.9) reduces to
(1 B,_+I _ B,_+l-v )= -- + ----cos(v_ol) , l=0,1,...,2n+l.(4.17) Pz B,,+I _ a_+l a_+l-v
First, we turn to the proof of part a) and assume that
1 r 4 + r 2 + 1
(4.18) e > c* := 2a- -- = .
2a r(r _ + 1)
Note that (4.17) can be rewritten in the form pt = Br,+_t(_l) where t is a trigonometric
polynomial of type (2.8) (with m = n) and coefficients
Ao = Bn+I Bn+a-v
--, Av= , v=l,2,...,n.
an+l an+l-_
Therefore, Theorem 3.2 in combination with Lemma 2.1 ensures that u,(z; c) is the optimal
polynomial for (3.1) if
Bz 2 B' >_0
a2 al
By+2
av+2
(4.19)
and
(4.20)
By
2 B_'+I +--_>0, v=l,2,...,n-1.
av+l av
It is readily checked that the condition (4.19) is equivalent to c > 2a - 1/a and thus
satisfied by (4.18). Furthermore, a lengthy, but routine, calculation shows that (4.20) is
fulfilled if
F_,(c) := 4c2a,,a,,+l -4ea_,a,,+2 + a,,+,(a,,+2 -a_) > 0, v = 1,2,...,n- 1.
One easily verifies that c* is larger than the zeros of Fv, and this completes the proof of
part a).
Finally, we turn to the proof of part b). Let a > 1 be arbitrary, but fixed. Using (1.3),
(1.4), (2.3), and (2.6), we rewrite (4.17)in the form
(4.21) Pl = B1B_+lpl(c), I = O, 1,... ,2n + 1,
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where
(4.22)
1 T_'+1(c ) _ T',,(c) sin(v_o,)P_(:):= 2(_ + 1)r.+,(a) + (-1)' _r.(a)
= p_(a)+ _ p_")(a)(c- a)"
m!
'm._l
is a polynomial in c of degree n. Since T_/Tv is an odd function, it follows that
1 T_("_+l)(.) 1T_'(a) 1 + O( ) and(4.23) vT,,(a) _ a T.,(a) = O(a-"A-_)"
With (4.23) and Proposition 2.3 e), we deduce from (4.22) that
(4.24)
Pl(a) = 1( 1 '_ ) _-_sa 2 +(-1)z_sin(v_') +O( )
_-_ _ o(_1.
-- !((-1)_2(la - cos@S +
Now, let tSk , j,k E {0,1,...,n}, be given by (3.10). Using (4.21)-(4.24), we obtian
tjk
B1 Bn+ 1
= p2j(c)+ p2k+,(c)
=
- cos _o_j)
sin _21,+_
2(1 - cos _o2k+1)
Thus, tjk < 0 if j > (n + 1/2)/2 (e.g. j = n), k < (n - 1/2)/2 (e.g. k = 0), a sufficiently
large, and e.g. c - a < 1. This concludes the proof. •
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FIGURE CAPTION
Figure 3.6. Relative deviation D,(r, c) of u, for c E C and fixed n = 2, r = 3.
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